Bob Kosovsky @kos2

Distinctive [library] services need to be "captured" and reflected back so the community can learn from them #orlp

Keri Cascio @keribrary

Anyone know if the new ARL Position Bank will be open to all or just #ARL members. I couldn't tell when I saw the announcement. #orlp

Jennifer LaSuprema @lasuprema

Increased emphasis on student outcomes is well-served by increasing digital access to archival collections #orlp

Mark Evilsizor @markevilsizor

Could you talk a bit about metrics specifics for the 21st century attributes listed #orlp

Bob Kosovsky @kos2

MT @blendedlib: Glad new metrics will move away from inputs to outcomes + library impact on learning and academic success #orlp #altmetrics

Bob Kosovsky @kos2

21st library: shared collections, cooperative governance, disclosure of library assets on the network level #orlp

Jennifer LaSuprema @lasuprema
Research Libraries are realizing special collections make them unique. Improved Digital access is imperative. #orlp

Although shift is happening, it's happening at a rate that won't make a difference very soon - replacement rate is around 1% #orlp

World cloud on job descriptions in ARLs emphasize the DIGITAL! #orlp

RE: job vacancies in ARLs in 2011. I wonder how much of that is owing to hiring freezes at public universities #orlp

Followed by Mary Ellen Davis and 6 others

Special Collections materials: unique materials lead libraries to connect in new ways to clients #orlp

Surprised that “user studies” is so low a priority - if we don't know and understand our users how do we succeed in these other areas #orlp

The research library future is not about library collections but librarians - Jim - I hope you will elaborate on that #orlp
Information environment is increasingly flat, library values and are challenged - move towards client support and research engagement

Jennifer LaSuprema @lasuprema

I'm attending "Are we Reconfigured Yet?" OCLC webinar. http://www.oclc.org/research/events/2013/02-14.html ... #orlp

Keri Cascio @keribrary

Attending US Research Libraries - Priorities, Trends, Directions by OCLC Research Libraries Partnership #orlp

Merrilee Proffitt @MerrileelAm

I'm attending the "Are we Reconfigured Yet?" webinar, Jim Michalko presenting. http://www.oclc.org/research/events/2013/02-14.html ... #orlp

Melissa Renspie @mrenspie